
Vocab Set #4
Today is Monday December 10th 
Test Date: Wed December 19th 



Words this cycle...
7th grade words Curriculum Words Homophones

1. Intertwine

2. Illuminate

3. Accompany

4. Immense

5. Repress

6. Pacing

7. Tone

8. Mood

9. Voice

10. Flashback

11. Transition(s)

12. Accept

13. Except

14. Affect

15. Effect



7th grade words
1.  Intertwine- verb. to unite or combine, often by twisting

ex:  My shoelaces became tangled, and intertwined.

2.  Illuminate- verb. to give light to OR to explain or make clear

ex:  The room was illuminated by a lamp.  OR  
ex: My teacher illuminated  a new topic for me. 

3.  Accompany- verb. to go with, attend, or escort

ex:  My friend will accompany me to the mall.



4.  Immense- adj. large in degree or size; huge; vast

ex:  The Big House is an immense stadium! 

5.  Repress- verb. to keep under control or restraint

ex:  People often try to repress tears when they are in 
public.



Curriculum words
6. Pacing- The speed an author writes a story- making sure not to go too 
fast or too slow. 

Ex. The author paced the story well, including just the right amount 
of detail! 

7. Tone- An author's use of words and style to convey his or her attitude 
towards and/or what the author feels about what they write about. 

8. Mood- The overall atmosphere or ‘feel’ of the story itself. Different 
than the author’s attitude. 



9. Voice- the way writing sounds. Does it use authentic 
language? Does it sound like the author? 

10. Flashback- when an author writes about something in the 
past that had a direct impact on another event 

11. Transition words- words that help sentences, ideas, and/or 
paragraphs flow

EX: in addition to, furthermore, however, especially, unlike, 
besides, first/secondly/third, finally, above all, most 
importantly… (the list goes on and on!) 



Homophones
12. Accept- verb - to agree to something or to receive 
something

ex:  Kay accepted the offer to go camping.

13.  Except - preposition - to not include something

ex:  I run outside, except when it is snowing. 



14.  Affect - verb - to influence

ex:  Mark’s science grade affected his soccer playing time. 

15.  Effect - noun - a result; something brought about by a 
cause (as in “cause and effect”)

ex:  The effect on Mark’s playing time was because of his 
bad test grades. 


